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Press Release Summary: www.SoulRevolver.com has leather 
jackets for men and women in vintage 70's style. 

Press Release Body: www.SoulRevolver.com has leather jackets for 
men and women in vintage 70's style. We also sell movie replica 
jackets including the Fight Club jacket along with motorcycle/biker and 
goth/gothic leather jackets. 

 



Soul Revolver began in the business of selling vintage style leather 
jackets in 2005. We stick by our promise to offer the customer our 
high-end service in the following areas: 

*The finest A1 grade cowhide leather available. We do not 
believe in taking short cuts with our leather jackets by using the more 
commonly used, cheaper nappa leather. Instead, we offer higher 
quality analine cowhide but still keep the price down so you do not 
have to sacrifice the quality over price. We feel this leather is perfect. 
It is not to thin, nor too thick. It is quite soft to the touch but not too 
soft. Definitely not stiff and uncomfortable. This along with our slim fit, 
the jackets will fit you like a glove, a second skin. 

*This leather goes perfectly with our slim fit which is just as 
important in perfecting our leather jackets. Over the last few 
years, we have fine tuned the cut. As our jackets are made to order 
you have the luxury of receiving the leather jacket made just for you. 
Tall and slim or short and stocky? Not a problem, we will alter the 
torso and length to be just right for you. We understand that everyone 
is different. How can a standard size fit everyone? It cant. 

 

*The styles. We stay as true as we can to vintage style leather 
jackets to make sure the look is authentic. The same applies to our 
movie replicas. We will get as close as we can and constantly update 
and perfect our leather jackets until it looks like you plucked it straight 
from the screen. 

*Our service. We believe no matter how nice a product a store sells, 
it means nothing if the service lacks decency, understanding and 



patience. Feel free to ask us any questions you'd like regarding styles, 
leather, fit or anything else. It is your money and we want to make 
buying from us will be the best leather jacket investment you ever 
made so we are happy to discuss it over with you before you 
purchase. We also offer the freephone service in the UK and USA to 
give you piece of mind when calling us. No high rate telephone 
charges here, no charge at all. 

*The future. We have big plans here at Soul Revolver. We are 
working on many more vintage styles. We are also going to branch out 
adding styles in other areas. Keep checking back and read our blog to 
keep up to date! 

Thank you to all our customers over the last three years. You have 
helped us to grow, adding new leather jacket style and pursue new 
ideas for the future. 

We also sell replica movie jackets including the Fight Club leather 
jacket worn by Brad Pitt's Tyler Durden character, and the jacket worn 
by Robert Downey Jr in Iron Man. 

Your endless search for the perfect leather jacket has come to an end. 

Please visit us at www.soulrevolver.com or call us on 0800-090-1970 
(UK office) or 1-888-909-1970 (US office).  
Email: sales@soulrevolver.com 

 

Web Site: http://www.soulrevolver.com 

Contact Details: US Office: 1010 Kens Place, Taylors, SC 29687  
toll free: 1888-909-1970 

sales@soulrevolver.com 

 


